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3. IntroductIon - Time to forget 
sustainability reporting?

#1: Sasol gives a clear description of its business model following its value chain, and lin-
king material sustainability issues to parts of the chain.
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4. IntegratIng more than 
reportIng

#2: Puma’s environmental profit and loss account In 2011, Puma disclosed an environmen-
tal Profit and Loss account – one of the first attempts to do so after attempts by companies 
such as Anglian Water in the early 2000s.
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#3: Akzo Nobel provides an interactive summary explanation of the company’s strategy 
looking at the opportunities of the mid-market.
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#3b: Carrefour reports on the evolution of its «green» product ranges. In order to give 
a clearer picture of the importance of green sales in Carrefour’s revenue, the company 
could have disclosed what percentage that sales represent in their overall product offer 
or shelve space.
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#4: In BP’s sustainability report, the group’s stakeholders are invited to comment on spe-
cific aspects of the strategy, even if sometimes opinion can be harsh. This bring additio-
nal credibility to the reporting as it helps balance the company’s point of view.

#5: Shell clearly explains its materiality defining process looking at the steps taken to 
identifying material issues. A clear positioning of material issues in the materiality matrix 
could complete this.
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#5b: Sanofi Aventis provides details on its materiality defining process as well as on the 
materiality matrixes used for each of the main themes of its sustainability strategy.
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#5c: SAP provides an interactive materiality matrix, allowing the reader to enrich the 
matrix with its view of the company’s material sustainability issues.
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#6: Sasol’s discloses its major ESG risks and mitigation actions
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#7b: Sasol systematically benchmarks its performance throughout its report allowing an 
easy understanding of its level of performance.
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#7: The Cooperative Group regularly gives benchmarking information throughout 
its report, mostly using rankings from external agencies and media.
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#7b: Sasol systematically benchmarks its performance throughout its report allowing 
an easy understanding of its level of performance.

#8: Vodafone explains the different assurance levels used for different parts of the report.
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#8b: BAT comments from the auditors on specific challenges, 
participating in building a balanced report.

#9: ArcelorMittal describes the breakdown of its economic contribution 
to different stakeholder groups.
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#10: BT Environmental Cost Avoidance from operations and products, 
including avoidance from the use of BT solutions.
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#10b: Anglo American reports on the amount paid by the company in the form 
of taxes and other fees collected by governments

#10c: Stockand reports on its environmental efficiency or areas where environmental 
protection links with profitability.
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#10d: Hammerson and BT use the Connected Reporting Framework by the Accounting 
for Sustainability (A4S) initiative of H.E the Prince of Wales.
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#10e: Danone reports on the evolution of environmental expenses including 
fines and penalties.

#10: BT presents an overview of the areas where sustainability connects with profit
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Illustration #1: BAT’s position on IR vs. SDR
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5. From reportIng to dIalogue: 
the future of sustainability communications

#11: Microsoft’s example is a first step towards informing stakeholders of the existence its 
communications system, which could be further enhanced by indicting with which channels 
stakeholder can engage dialogue with the company.
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#12: L’Oréal stakeholder conversations with the management team in video format, 
bringing credibility through direct talks on challenges

#13: Danone’s sustainability social media communication vehicle
Danone has a comprehensive social media communication vehicle. Together with its 
Down to Earth Blog, relaying both corporate and external news on sustainability, linked 
with Twitter, Facebook and Tumblr accounts, as well as Dailymotion and Youtube pages. 
The «social ecosystem» of the brand is supported by a landing page on the Down to 
Earth Blog where stakeholders can access all different medias.
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#13b: in its Shell dialogues website, Shell allows stakeholders to participate to online 
debates on key sustainability issues.
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#14: BT’s website offers interactive «serious games» to involve the reader in dilemmas 
the company encounters. One is invited to stand in the shoes of an entrepreneur having 
to balance social, economic and environmental choices while remaining profitable in 
different market scenarios.
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#15: GE provides a wide array of visualizations on its Data visualization Blog, 
including on its Ecomagination plan.
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#15b: Shell’s use of video format to ease the understanding of Shell’s energy scenarios  

#16: GE added an IPhone application of its Ecomagination Annual Report to access 
visual elements and concise information on its sustainability performance.
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#17: BP gives online access to individual site sustainability reports alloing local stake-
holders to access the information at their level.
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#18: Nike provides access to a «zoomable» global manufacturing map 
with local information and local contacts available

#19: Google Green website «Scrapbook» section offers an option to generate 
a personally customized environmental scrapbook
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#19b: Centrica allows the full customization of their webpage, 
picking elements of interest from the website.

#19c: Total’s website offers profile specific sustainability sections 
with stakeholder-relevant information aggregated.
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#20: Akzo- Nobel provides its KPIs in open format for download, 
and an interactive data visualization interface.

#21: The New York Metropolitan Transit Authority put all of its data in an open format on 
its website, and organizes contests and challenges for app developers to turn this data 
intro meaningful services for the company’s stakeholders.
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#22: Petrobras’ biodiversity maps (BioMaps) Petrobras’ interactive maps of Brazil’s bio-
diversity, are based on the surveys made by the company around it sites. Results are 
made available online through this mapping interface.

#23: Natura co-writes its sustainability report with its stakeholders, through 
the «Natura Conecta» web portal, which allows great scale stakeholder dialogue.
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#24: SAP’s web report offer the possibility to give real time feedback on the sustainability 
report, to rate articles and modify with some reporting elements (e.g. materiality matrix).

#25: Oxfam America, The Coca-Cola Company, and SABMiller released an in-depth study 
about the economic and social impact of The Coca-Cola Company and SABMiller value 
chain on communities in El Salvador and Zambia. The report details positive impacts The 
Coca-Cola Company and SABMiller are having in both countries, including job creation, 
the development of entrepreneurial skills and technical training.
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6. «Shadow» reporterS 
In the SpotlIght

Illustration #2: The World Bank has put online in an open data format more 
that 7000 of its indicators, with an interactive data visualization interface.

#26: the General Council of the Saone & Loire Region publishes open data 
with visualizations available on its website.
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#27: The Global e-Sustainability Initiative (GeSI) suppliers CSR online questionnaire, 
is one of the first shared databases created with ICT industries. See www.gesi.org
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